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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this investigation was to detennine the
influence of the rate of loading variable on the apparent shear
strengths of joints bonded with same of the currently available metalto-metal adhesives.

The effects of this variable are sometimes

neglected by testing laboratories.

The results of an experimental

evaluation of the mechanical behavior of a group on modern metal-tometal adhesives as a function of the rate of load application are
used to more accurately establish the importance of rate of load
considerations in adhesive joint testing.

An attempt is made to

eArplain observations of other investigators engaged in adhesive joint
testing in tenns of information gained from these experiments.

The

author has been unable to find published evidence of previous experimentation in this specific area of adhesive joint testing.
A series of tests was conducted by H. W. Eickner to determine
the shear, fatigue, bend, impact and long-time-load strength properties
of structural metal-to-metal adhesives. (1)

These tests were

sponsored by the Air Force-Navy-Civil Subcommittee on Aircraft Design
Criteria.

While discussing a particular standard shear t est ,. Mr.

Eickner makes the following observation:

"It is known that faster

rates of loading will give somewhat higher failing loads in this
test*, and some of the high shear values reported by other laboratories
for some of these same adhesives were obtained when faster rates of
loading were used than prescribed in the specification.

It would seem

that a r ate of 600 to 700 pounds per minute on the 1/2-squa re-inch
( 1)

*

All references are in bibliography.
The test refer r ed to is a lap-joint shear test.
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specimen would be reasonable, but some further tests should be made
to detennine the relationship between results with the two rates of
loading."
U. F. Hribar of the Technical Staff of Hughes Aircraft Company
reports the following observation:

"Load rates for specimens tested

under radiant heating conditions were four times as rapid as for
hot dry air (approaching 5,000 psi per minute).

Load rates up to

1,000.,000 psi per minute have been found to have no appreciable

effect on the tensile shear properties of high modulus*adhesives." (2)
A test was designed to isolate the rate of loading variable and
to measure its effects on the shear strength of some commercial
adhesives .

The results of thi s test are used to offer an explanation

of the rate of loading effects observed in standard adhesive tests.
Some of the limitations of the present testing methods are al so
discussed.

A brief review of the history of the use of adhesives is

included to further establish the place of structural adhesives in
present day technology and to illustrate the need for more complete
and accurate testing methods.

*

The word "modulus" as used in this thesi s refers to the "elastic
modulus".
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HISTORY
The use of adhesives started with the first developments of human
ingenuity.

Prehistoric tribes used resins to repair broken pottery

and to help fi x sharp objects to handles for use as tools and weapons.
Statues were found in excavated Babylonian temples which had their
ivory eyeballs fixed by bituminous cements 6,000 years ago.

Adhesives

ma.cie from egg white and lime were used by the Goths in decorating small
wooden boxes with Roman coins 2,000 years ago.

Today the coins still

stick finnly to little pieces of rotted wood .
The Romans and Greeks used adhesives to veneer and as protective
coatings for paintings.

Many well preserved murals have been recovered

from the ruins of Pompeii. ( 3)
Adhesive technology remained stagnent through the medieval period.
During the Renaissance, however, many new adhesives were developed
using trial and error methods of formulation.

In earlier years, most

technical papers on adhesives dealt largely with the tabulation of
various recipes.

Today it is possible to predict some of the physical

nature of the materials.
The first glue factory in the United States was established in
1808. (4)

Early glues were made out of aqueous extracts from the

bones and skins of animals and fish.

These extracts, when dried, and

later dissolved in hot water provided a fairly good adhesive.

The

major industrial use of the early glues was the manufacture of
furniture and books.
The terms "adhesive" and "glueu were often considered synonymous
because the early adhesives were glues.

During the early part of the

twentieth century many new adhesives were compounded using natural and
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synthetic resins.

The tezm adhesive is the more inclusive expression

for a substance used to promote a bond between two or more substances
while the word "glue" is reserved for adhesives of animal origin.
The synthetic resin adhesives maintained their strenqth under
severe temperature and humidity changes - conditions extremely detremental to the earlier animal adhesives.
fidence among engineers and designers.

These qualities inspired conResin adhesives were accepted

for use in applications requiring high strength and penna.nence.

The

large scale application of laminated wood to boat, aircraft and
building construction during World War II provides an example of the
general acceptance of the adhesive as a reliable structural mater ial.
Synthetic resin adhesives for corrugated paper-board manufact ure and
pressure sensitive tapes are more recent.
In the last decade the aircraft industries have made b r oad use
of synthetic r esin adhesives for bonding metal-to-metal.

Today

adhesives are used extensively on helicopters, missiles, and other
types of aircraft, not only in secondary structural applications,
but also in primary structural components.
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INTRODUCTION TO DISCUSSION OF STANDARD TESTS
The Convair B-58 banber uses adhesive bonded structur e for
approx imately 953 of the aircraft surface.
sustained supersonic flight.

This bomber is capable of

In this region of aircraft operation,

the structure is highly stressed and is subjected to severe temperature
conditions.
The wide use of metal-to-metal adhesives for such critical applications creates a need for accurate and representative tests for determining the more basic strength properties of the adhesive.

Included

in these properties are the cohesive strength of the adhesive under
shear loads, the cohesive strength of the adhesive under tensile
loads, the modulus of the material

u~der

each of these, and variation

of these properties with variations in rate of load application. (5)
At the present time, the standard tests used for detennining
adhesive joint strengths provide infonnation that is difficult to
apply to situations and configurations that differ significantly from
the test situation and configuration.
Due to the absence of basic knowledge of the individual properties
of adhesive materials it is difficult to accurately predict the
perfonnance of a joint acting as a pa.rt of a complete bonded assembly.
Consequently, it is necessary to test the final bonded assembly in
order to detennine its overall acceptabilit y.

The final design must,

therefore, be approached by using trial and error techniques.
usually neces.s ary to test the assembly to destruction.

It is

This design

practice can become very expensive if many assemblies must be tested
before the final design is established.
A non-destructive test of adhesive joints using ultra-sonic waves
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is s omet imes used i n the ai rcraft i ndustry .

With thi s met hod , it i s

pos s i b le to detect unbonded a rea s which reduce the st rength of the
a ssembly.

A production a ssembly may a lso be compared to a standa rd

assembly u s ing an ult r a-sonic inspection instrument.
used by Conva ir in t he p r oduction of the B-58. (6)

This met hod is
Diet z has used

ul t ra- s onic wa ves to measure t he dynamic moduli of adhes ive joints
in a n att empt to predict joint strength. (7) ( 8 )

The ultra-soni c

i nspection techniques give good answers in some specific ca ses , but
need to be further refined to be of general use i n industry.
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VARIABLES I N ADHESIVE JOINT TESTING
A general discussion of some of the variables entering the scene
of adhesive joint testing is included at this time for the purpose of
making subsequent discussions of standard a dhes ive joint test methods
more meaningful.

A di s cussion of the individual variables that apply

specifically to this test and an explanation of how they were eliminated
or controlled is presented in more detail in the discussion of t he
test appar atus and preparation of specimens.
The variables encountered in adhes ive joint testing may be a rranged
into t h r ee general groups:
(a)

Chemical changes of the adhes ive material

(b)

Adhesive application and cure t echnique

(c)

Testing geometry and environment

Fo r a given commercial adhesive material, heat treatment, ageing,
contamination and proper mixing of multi-component adhesives could be
listed a s chemical considerations.

These variables may be controlled

by the following of the manufacturers recorrunendations for storing and
mixing the adhesive .
Variables of application and cure technique would include:

curing

tempe rature, curing time, surface treatment , surface cleaning procedure,
glue line thickness, adhesive film continuity and edge geometry of the
joint.

Curing procedure and sur face preparation are specified by the

manufacturer of the adhesive.

The person testing the adhesive is

responsible for maintaining constant joint geometry .
Testing geometry and envi r onment should comply to some controlled
standard set of conditions.
of the test are :

Variables to be controlled at this stage

Test temperature, test humidity, testing machine jaw
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aligrunent and rate of load application.
In thiE investigation, an attempt is made to experiCTentally
separate t he effect of this last variable, rate of load application,
upon apparent joint strength.

AS™ STANDARD TIBTS
The publication, "ASTivl Standards on Adhesives", brought together
all the ASTM method s of test pertaining to adhesives.

Included are

des criptions of s tandard shear and tension tests for metal-to-metal
adhesives.

The standard shear strength tests are of special inte rest

in this investigation.

ASTH-D905-49 STRENGTH PROPERI'IES OF ADHESIVES IN SHEAR BY CO:MPRF.S,...
SION LOADING
In this test, two blocks are bonded togethe r as shown in Figure 1
with the adhesive under test.

These blocks a re then placed in a

testing jig and loaded with a compressive force in a testing machine.
When testing high strength a dhe sives , small misaligmnents and
defo nnations of the loading jig a nd the shea r blocks can cause a
considerable moment to appear in the specimen, compli cating the stres s
situation in the joint.

Figure 1 illustrates this moment.

Differential

straining of t he test blocks r esults in stress concent rations at t he
edges of the glue line.

(The effects of differential st r aining will

be discussed in more detail in the next topic.)

In view of these

weaknesses, the shear block test should not b e expected to reveal the
true shear strength of the adhesive .
During the surmner of 1957 while employed at the Naval Ordnance
Test Station, the autho r conducted a serie s of tests on a pa r ticular

9
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Fiqure 1

Shear block apeei.men
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metal-to-metal adhesive using a compressive, shear-block technique.
Considerable difficulty was experienced in obtaining r eproducible data
from this test. (9)

The variable effects of the overturning moment

were blamed for this lack of control.
The maximum rate of loading for this test is specified as 0.015
inches per minute loading head velocity with a permissible variation
of plus or minus twenty-five percent.
AST.M-Dl002-53T STRENGTH PROPERI'IF.S OF ADHESIVES I N SHEAR BY

TENSION LOADING
In this test, two sheets, 0. 064 inches in thickness, are overlapped and bonded together.

(See Figure 2.)

The width of the specimen

i s one inch and the amount of overlap is determined from the estimat ed
strength of the adhesive being tested.

vJhen testing some of the high

strength adhesives, the metal sheet may fail in tension before the
adhesive fails i f the length of overlap is too great.

The lap joint

test is often used in industry for evaluating adhesive strengths
because of its simplicity.
Adhesives are evaluated in thi s t est by comparing t heir mean
stress, def ined as the load divided by the bonded area.

The s tress ,

however , is not uniform along the lap joint and the peak stress may be
several times h igher than the apparent or mean stress .

The peak stress

developed in a lap joint is dependent on. the geomet r ical p r oportions
and the elastic constants of the materials of the joint.
When tes ting high s trength adhesives the stresses r i s ing from
the different i al st raining of the joined members becomes signi ficant .
The effects of differential straining are illustrated in Figure 3.
The t h ickness of the adhesive layer i s exa ggerated fo r purposes of
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Figure 2

Lap Joint specimen
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darnonstra ti on.

Figure 3 (a) shows a lap joint with rigid adherends.

Note that the adhesive layer is unifo nnly deformed along the joint.
Figure 3 (b) shows a loaded lap joint with elastic adherends.

If these

adherends are extensible and obey the laws of elasticity, these
members will deve lop strains proportional to the existing stresses.

The

adhesive at the edges of the lap joint will consequently be strained
mo re than the adhesive at the center of the joint.

This has been

proved by various tests wh ich demonstrate that the failure starts at
t he edge of the joint. (10)
The above are also confinned by the higher strengths of joints
with tapered members ; Figure 3 , in which the differential stra in and
the resulting stress concentrations at the edges are conside rably
reduced.

The c ross section of each member diminishes as the load

borne by each member thus producing almost constant stress throughout
the overlap and resulting in equal and smaller displacements. ( ll)
Tapered or scarf joints are not often used in industrial practice
because of the extra time required to machine the tapered ends.
If the adherends are elastic, an axial load applied to the
specimen wi 11 give rise to a moment at the joint.

(See Figure 4. )

This moment tends to defonn the specimen into the d istorted configuration
shown in Figure 4(b).

This disto r tion produces tearing or ten s ile

stre sses in the joint.

Several analyses of the stress situation

existing within t he adhesive laye r of a lap joint specimen have been
made.

Considered in these analyses are the effects of joint geo-

metry, adhesive and adherend elastic constants, the effect s of
differential straining and the bending moment in the joint. (1 2 ) (13)
(14)

The maximum shear stress at the edges is found to be approx i mately
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Scarf joi nt
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Figure 3 Schemat ic diagram illus t rat ing t e
effects of different ial s t rai ning of a l ap joint
specimen
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Fiqure 4 Schematic dia.qr.un illustnitinq the
bending of the adherends of a lap joint as
the joint is loaged
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five times the mean shear stress in the joint.
along a lap joint is shovm in Figure 5.

The stress distribution

The curve showing the stress

distribution by the theory of Goland and Reissner is shown along with
an experimental detennination. (15)
The results of lap joint tests are very useful if one is concerned
with the design of lap joints.

The test, however, provides little

information as to the individual shear and tensile strengths of the
adhesive material which must be known in order to design an adhesive
joint.

The lap joint is very sensitive to stress concentrations located

on the hi<Jhly stressed edges of the joint.

Considerable difficulty is

experi enced in obtaining reproducible data from this experiment.

In

order to successfully separate a relatively small variable such as the
effects of variable loading rate, using the lap joint test specimens, it
becomes necessary to run a very large number of tests and to analyze
the data statistically.

The adhesive in the joint is not unifonnly

stressed, therefore, a stress-strain curve taken from a lap joint
would not reveal the true stress-strain relationship for the adhesive
material, since the stress-strain relationship for the adhesive is
needed to explain the rate of loading variable, a more simple and
direct test was used for the investigation.

The rate of loading for

the lap joint test is specified as either 200-700 pounds per minute
or a loading head speed of .05 inches per minute.

THE TORSION-SHEAR JOINT
If two thin walled cylinders are bonded end to end and the
assembly loaded in torsion, the resulting stress in the bonded joint
will be pure shear.

A schema.tic diagram of a mechanism that could
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Figure 5 Typicsal stre•• distribution i n a l«i>
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accomplish t his type of loadi ng is show-n in Figure 6.

Note that as the

cylinders a r e loa ded , the thicknes s of the wall does not change , or in
other wo r ds, the radial st rain is zero; therefore, in this t ype of
joint, there wi ll be no radial stres s due t o differential radial strain.
If the cylinders a r e per f ectly a ligned and the a x ial friction i s
r educed to zero, the axial load and the longitudinal bending moment a re
zero.

The joint i s subjected only to pure shear due to the pure torsion

in t he thin walled cylinders .
A bett er value of the true shear strength of an a dhesive may b e
detennined by using the torsion test because of t he simplicity of the
stress situation in the joint.

The Division of Mechanical Engineers

of the Na tional Research Council (Canada ) ha s success fu l l y built
and tested such a torsion machine fo r applying pure shear stress
to an adhesive joint . (16)

A torsion-shear apparatus was des igned

and bui lt by t he auth or for use in var iable r ate of loading test s
report ed in this paper.
The ave rage shear st ress may be calcul at ed by dividing the
moment appli ed t o t he cylinder by the bonded area and mean r adius of
the cylinder . ( 17 )

For the particula r cylinde rs u sed in t h is experi-

ment , the maximum sh ea r stress on the outer surface of the j oint is
eight percent great e r t han the average shear stre ss as computed above.
(18 )

Thi s variation in s tress could be cons i dered when testing the

ult imate strength of a brittle adhe sive in this apparatus .

This

var iation in stres s b ecomes smal le r a s the r a dius of t h e cyl ind er is
increased and t h e t hickness of the wall is dec r eased .

The significance •

of the variation in stress is also reduced if t h e adhesive to be tested
is not brittle but one that wi ll flow at the outer, h ighly st ressed

18

Adhesive j oi nt
Load

Section "A''

Section "B"

~.______Rest~~l......- ......- ......- ......- ......-~-=--~------..._

Figure 6 Schematic diagram of a torsion-shear apparatus
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a reas.
Since in thi s experiment the absolute values of st re ss a re of
secondary i mportance, the stress was assumed t o be constant throughout
t he joint and the average stress recorded as being the true stress in
the joint for all adhes ive materials .
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THE BEHAVIOR OF ViATERIAIB AS A FUNCTION OF RATE OF LOADING
Perfectly elastic materials:
Most solid materials exhibit a certain amount of elasticity.

If

a body i s perfectly elastic, a defo nnation caused by an externally
applied fo r ce wil l disappear if the force is removed.

The perfectly

elastic solid will retain no memory of how or when the forces were
applied so long as none of the forces were great enough to cause
rupture.

Any external force infonnation is transmitted to all parts of

the solid.

Consequently, a perfectly elastic solid would not be

sensitive to the rate of loading.

The stress-strain relationship for

a particular material would appear as shown in Figure 7(a) for any
rate of loading.
Perfectly plastic materials:
A perfectly plastic material has been defined as a material that

,

behaves elastically until the stress reaches a certain ctitical valueO-;

,

after which the material flows plastically under the constant stress

er-.

A stress-strain diagram for a per fectly plastic material is shown in
Figure 7(b).

Section OA of the curve represents the elastic portion of

the deformation while section AD represents the plastic flow as defor-

,

mation continues at 0-.

The perfectly plastic material exhibits no

viscosity effects during t he flow.

Therefore, the perfectly pla stic

material would not be sensitive to changes in rate of loading and
the stress-strain relationship for a particular material would always
remain the same.
Viscous fluids:
In a viscous fluid, the shearing or friction stres s developed

21
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Perfectly elastic materiill
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E
Perfectly plastic material
(b )

Figure 7 Streas-Bt rain diagrams, any loadi ng rate
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between the fluid layers is proportional to the rate of deforrna.tion
and the viscos ity of the fluid.

For a fluid with a fi x ed vi s cosity,

as the velocity of d eformation is increased, the resistance to deformation increases.

For this reason, a material whose chaj:acteristics

a r e rate s ensitive is said to exhibit viscous propertie s.

Figure 8(a)

illustrates the stress-strain relationship for a viscous material at
t wo different rates of deformation.
Real materials can exhibit both elastic and viscous reaction to
deformations.

For example, steel is elastic for small strains of

short duration, but will flow under large strains of short du r ation
(yield ) and small s trains of long duration (creep).

The apparent

stress necessary to continuously deform steel above the yie l Q point
is a function of the rate of loading and increases as the rate of
loadi ng increases.

The ultimate stress of copper and aluminum shows

a simila r dependence on r ate of loading. (19)

This effect become s

more pronounced as the temperatur e of the material is increas ed .
These materials may be said to exhibit vi s cous effects s ince they
are sensitive to the rat e of loading.

Figure 8(b) illustrates the

effects of loading rate on the stress-strain relationship for a
mat erial with negligible st r ain hardeni ng.
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INTRODUCTION TO DISCUSSION OF TORSION-SHEAR APPARATUS
The ability of the torsion-shear loading apparatus to detect the
st r ess-st r ain characteristics of an adhesive material at various rates
of loading is discussed in this section.

Figure 6 showing the torsion-

shear apparatus is repeated on the following page.
No instruments for measuring the strain in the joint were available.
Due to the small physical dimensions of an adhesive joint, the amount
of defonnation is small and, therefore, difficult to detect.

Instru-

ments for recording stress as a function of time were available.

If

the lever ann is defonned at a constant rate and the stress in the
apparatu s is recorded versus a constant time base, the resulting curve
will be the stress-strain curve for the complete apparatu s .
The significance of these stress-time curves is discussed in the
following section.

Several h.ypothetical adhesive materials of differ-

ent stress-strain characteristics are used to join the cylindrical
sections~ and~

and examples of the resulting stress-time or stress-

strain curves are examined .

In this analysis, the lever ann, the

cylindrical sections A and B and the connections between these components are assumed to be perfectly elastic throughout the range of
loading consider ed.

The cylinder is assumed to be loaded in pure

torsion and axial loads are assumed to be non-existant.

ANALYSIS OF TORSION-SHEAR APPARATUS
A-B IS A CONTINUOUS SECTION OF TUBING
If A and B are not joined with an adhesive, but a r e a continuous
section of perfectly elastic tubing, a constant velocity of defonnation
will yield a constant rate of increase in stress at any point in the

25

Adhesive joint
Load
Section "A"

Sect ion ''B"

Figure 6 Schematic diagram of a torsion-shear apparatus
(Repeated)
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apparatus.

A curve showing stress as a function of time for this case

is r epresented in Figure 9.

The slope of this curve can be thought

of as representi ng the apparent modulus of the apparatus.

If A and B

are joined with an adhesive material with the same elastic modulus
as A and B, the st r ess-time relationship will be the same as that fo r
a continuous specimen.
A-B JOINED WITH PERFECTLY ELASTIC ADHFSIVE WITH MODULUS DIFFERING
FROM MODUWS AND A AND B

If a small section of A-B is replaced with an adhesive mat erial
with a modulus differing from the modulus of A-B, the same cons tant
velocity of deformation will yield a constant r ate of incr ease in
stres s at any point in the apparatus.

The rate of inc rea se of stress,

(the slope of the stress-time curve) will differ from the stress rate
of a continuous section.

The amount and di r ection of this variation

would depend upon the value of the modulus of the a dhesive mate rial
and the length of section r eplaced with adhesive material ( joint
t hi ckness ).

For the same velocity of deformation, the same time

base and t he same joint thickne ss , the substitution of a high modulus
adhesive will result in a steeper slope and a lower modulus, a lower
slope~

The apparent modulus of the apparatus increases or decrease s as

the modul u s of part of the apparatus increa ses or dec rea ses .
In an actual test, the adhesive joint rep r esent s only about onetenth of one pe r cent of the total l ength of t he specimen A- B.

Elastic

joint deformation represent s even a smaller percentage of the total
deformati on of t he apparatus .

Adhes ives used i n thi s experiment have

val ues of moduli of about . 3 x 106 ps i (taken from manufacturers
specificati on sheet ).

The presenc e of a 0.010 inch thick, ela s tic,

27
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Fiqun 9 Str.....tim• nlationahip for a
aontinuous elastic specimen, any rate of
loadinq
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adhesive joint of such a material would have t he effect of decreasing
the apparent modulus of the apparatus about four percent.

It would be

difficult to experimentally detect the effects of varying a dhesive
moduli upon stress rate for a dhesive moduli equal to, greater than,
or slightly l ess t han the modulus of the section A-B with t h is apparatus.
Only the stress at rupture can be detennined from the curve.
The curve shown in Figure 10 illustrates the effects of high and
l ow modulus, elastic adhesives upon the slope of the stress-time curve.
These effects are exaggerated for the purpose of demonstrat ion.
A-B JOINED WITH A PERFECTLY PLASTIC ADHESIVE
I f A and B are joined with a perfectly p l astic adhesive material
whose yield stre s s is less than t he yield stress of any pa.rt of the
loading apparatus, t h e stress-time curve will indicate a constant
increase in stre ss with time until the yiel d stress in shear of the
adhesive i s r eached, after whi ch, the stress wi ll r emain constant
as the adhesive flows.

The apparatus is, therefore, capable of

detecting t he st ress at wh ich the adhes ive flows.

Figur e 11 shows

the cur ve of stress as a funct ion of time that would be obtained f r om
the apparatu s when A a nd B are joined with a perfectl y plast ic adhesive.
A-B JOINED WI T'"rl A VISCOUS ADHESIVE
If A and B a re j oined with a viscous adhesi ve material , t he
s t r es s-ti me curve would reveal the cha r acteri st ics of the fl ow p r ocess
a s a function of t ime .

Fig1.ire 12 shows t he st ress t ime r elat ionship

fo r a dhesive material tha t i s e last ic f or small defo rmations and
vi scous in the plastic regi on .

Thi s cur ve is rep resentati ve of many

real material s .
I t may be concluded that the t ors ion-sh ear apparatu s containing
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Ga• Elaatic modulus of adhesiTe
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•

Elastic modulus of specimen A-B

Fiqure 10 Streaa-tiie relationship for a.
specimen (A-B) bonded with a.n elutio adhesiTe,
any .l04dinq rate
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t

FiQUre 11 Stress-time relat ionship fo r a
perfectly plast ic adhe,aive, any rat e of

loading
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High loading rate

Low loading rat e
(

t

FiQUre 12 Stress-t ime relationship for a
material that is vi1ocu.s in the plast ic

reqton.
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a bonded specimen and instrumented to measure stress versus time is
capable of detecting the magnitude of the rupture stress f or an
elastic adhesive material a nd the ex istance, magnitude and characteristics of the flow process for a plastic or viscous adhesive material.
Since a material must exhibit viscous flow characteristics to be
sensitive to rate of loading, t h is apparatus will provide the necessary
info rmation to study the effects of rate of loading on adhesive joint
strength.

The assumptions concerning the apparatus made in the intro-

duction to this section will be qualified in the following discussion.
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CONSTRUCTION AND CALIBRATION OF LOADING APPARA'IUS
The torsion-shear apparatus built for this test and a t e st
specimen are shown in Figure 13.

The apparatus was designed so that a

conventional t esting machine could be used to load the leve r ann
causing an ax ial to rque in the tube .
A test specimen cons i s ts of two, thin walled cylinder s, each five
inche s in length and s lot t ed on one end .

These two cylinders are

bonded togethe r on their smooth ends and the assembled specimen is
fit t ed into the torsion loading apparatu s .

The hexa gonal s l eeves on

each end of the specimen are used to center the specimen in the loading
apparatu s and to d iscourage buckeling of the ends of the tube at high
loads.

A mo r e detailed di s cus s ion of the preparation of t he test

specimens is included in a s eparate s ection.
A tes t was run for the purpo se of evaluating any longi t udinal
b ending moment or axial load in t he t est specimen.

A continuous

section of tubing made of the same stock as was us ed for t he test
spe c imen s was machined to sp ecimen dimensions.

Two SR-4 strain gages

were cemented parallel to the ax is of the tube at the longitudinal
center and 90 degrees apart.
appa r atus in Figure 14.

This specimen is shown iri the loading

The apparatus was loaded by the testing mach ine

through the range of loads used in an actual test.

Readings of

strain on the surface of the spe cimen as indicat ed by the t wo longitudinal gages we r e recorded at several intennediate load s u s ing a
Baldwin SR-4 Strain Indicator.

The stress on the surface was then

calculated from these measurements.

The results of thi s test a r e

shown graph ically in Figure 15, where stress at each gage is plotted
against the torsion in the specimen.
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Figure 13 The torsion--shear apparatus used in
this experiment with a specimen .
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Figure 14 The torsion-shear apparatus loaded
with the continuous calibration specimen.
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For the adhesives tested in this experiment, the stress due to
axial load and longitudinal bending was always less than t hree percent
of the stress due to torsion in the section.

Because of their rela-

tively small magnitude, the effects of bending and axial s t ress upon
t he apparent shear stress in the adhesive joint were not considered.
The load in t h e apparatus was sensed by measuring t he strain
on the top of the torque arm with a SR-4 strain gage.

This strain was

ca librated to the torque in the test specimen; consequently, it was
not necessary to attach strain gages to every test specimen.

A

strain gage was attached to a continuous section of tubing at an
angl e of fo r ty-five degrees.

The apparatus was loaded th r ough the

u sabl e range of loads and readings of strain on the a rm and s tra in on
the forty-five degree gage on the specimen were recorded a t several
intervals of load .

Strain on the a rm versu s strain on the specimen

i s plotted in Figure 16.

The linea r

relation~hip

bet we en t h ese t wo

strains indicates that the ann, the specimen and the connections
between these elements behave in an elastic manner, ther eby qualifying
the t echnique of s ensing load in the specimen indirectly.
The calibration specimen and the strain indicating equipment are
shovm in place in Figure 1 7.
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Figure 17 The calib r at i on spe cimen and st r ain
indi cat ing equipment in place .
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PREPARATION OF SPECIMENS
The specimens were machined from 1 7-16 inch outside diameter
tubular steel stock.

Two parts, each five inches in length, were

slotted for two inches along the longitudinal axis on one end and faced
perpendicular to the longitudinal axis on the other end.

Perpendicular-

ity of the faced ends was held to within plus or minus 0.001 inch.
These two parts, bonded together on the faced ends constituted a
specimen.

A total of tw-enty specimens were machined for this test.

All specimens were stamped with a number to enable one to relate a
consistantly poor test result to a specimen peculiarity.
The adhesives used in this test were shipped from the factory less
than two months before their use.

It was assumed that t he adhesive had

not aged enough to significantly effect its strength properties.

The

types of adhesives used in this test have a shelf life of at least one
year.

The adhesives were stored in sealed container s so that chamical

contamination was kept at a minimum.
Nearly all of the structural, meta l -to-metal adhesives are two
component adhesives and must be thoroughly mixed right before they are
used.

The manufacturer recommends that mixing tolerances of plus or

minus five percent be maintained. · In this experir:ient, mixing toleranc es
of less than plus or minus three percent were maint ained.
All of the test specimens using a particular adhesive were
assembled at the same time using the same batch of adhes ive thereby
minimi zing possible mixing and ageing variables.
Careful preparation of the surfaces to be bonded is necessary to
promote good adhesion.

The specimens were mechanically cleaned with a

wire brush and emery paper, degreased in sol vent and etched for thirty
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minutes in a solution of t wenty part s nitric acid and t wo parts
hydroflouric aci d in ·water .
and allowed to dry .

The specimen s were then washed with vro.ter

The a pparatus pictured in Figure 18 wa s us ed to

suspend the specimens in the etching solution.

All t wenty specimens

could be et ch ed simultaneous l y with t hi s apparatus.
The edge geometry of the adhe s ive joint was controlled by fitting
a singl e layer of paper a r ound the inside of the tube as shovm in
Fiqure 19.

Any surplus adhesive on the outside of the joint wa s

removed with a file after the adhe s ive had been cu red .

Exai~ina tion

of

t he broken specimens showed that the inside surface of t he joint vro.s
f lush with the inside of t he tube.
a s i t was cured, Figure 19.

Each specimen rested i n a V-block

A layer of aluminum foil wa s placed

between t he specimen and the V-block to prevent adhesion of the specimen
to t he V-block.
The thickness of the adhesive in the joint will sometimes effect
t he apparent strength of the joint.

Thi s effect i s mo r e noticabl e when

testing the tensile strength of an adltes ive .

Very thin joint s will t e nd

to re sist higher tensile stress than thick joints.
When a flui d or a plastic adhe sive, i. e ., one that will not withstand large shear stress, i s spread in a very thin laye r between t wo
ri gid , plane surfac es , lateral contraction is prevented and the material
must fail in t ension.

This .appa rent tensile stress is much highe r

than the tensile st ress obser ved with a thick layer of material s ince
when t he layer is t hick the ma terial can fail in shear.

For brittle

material s , the higher strength of thin glue lines may be pa rt ially
at tributed to the fact that the probability of having a flaw is r educed
as the thickness on the layer is reduced. {20)
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Figure 19 A test specimen re st i ng in a V- blo ck
befo re being bonded . Note the paper liner in
the lef t ha l f of the specimen .
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Bonded lap joint tests show little variation in strength fo r joint
thicknesses between • 001 and • 015 inches . (21 ~

The author has conducted

a shear block t est in which the glue joint thickness was varied between
• 003 and • 065 inches .

No significant changes in apparent shear-stress

could be noted over this range.
For this experiment, a special jig was built to accurately ad just
the thickness of the glue line by measuring the initial and final
length of the specimen.

A picture of this jig is shown in Figure 20.

The adjustable end of the jig cons i sted of a disc fa stened t o one end
of a threaded shaft.

This shaft

on the left end of the base.

~ras

screwed through the fi xed upright

A bal l-point fi xture was attached to the

opposite end of the threaded shaft and could be seated fi nnly a gainst
the end of the specimen.

Rotation of the disc was permanent ly calibrated

to the axial movement of the threaded shaft.

The device had a reada-

bility of plus or minus 0.00005 inches and a r eproducib i lity of at l east
plus o r minus 0.001 inches.
A specimen was prepared as follows:

(1)

A dry specLmen was placed on a V-block and fitted into the
measuring jig.

( 2)

The movable end was secu red against the end of the specimen
and a reading of the initial length of the specimen was taken
from t he calibrated di s c.

The movable end was then unsc rewed

to rel eas e the specimen .
(3)

The specimen was removed from the jig and the adhesi ve was
spr ead on both fac es of the tubes.

The tubes were replaced

in the V-block and thi s as sembl y was again placed in the
measuring jig.
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Figure 20 The measur i ng jig used to a djust
the glue line thickne ss .
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( 4)

The movable end was then sc rewed in until t he calibrated disc
indicated the desired fina l read ing.

The width of the glue

line was equal to the diffe rence between the initial and final
read ings on the ca l ibrated disc.
After the glue line t hickness ha d been adjust ed, t he specimen was
removed from t he jig and placed in a n oven to cure .

The measu r ing jig

al so served the purpose of a ligning the slotted ends of the two pieces
of the specimen so that they would fit i nto the load ing apparatus.
Eas t metal-to-metal adhesives mu st be cured at temperature s of
200- 300° F for a period of one to two hours.

The manufacturer of the

a dhesive specifies the time a nd temperature necessary to cu re h is
adhe s i ve .

The adhes ives used in t hi s experiment were cured in

acco rdance with the manufacture rs recommendations .
The oven u sed to cu re the spe c imens i s shown in Fi gur e 21.
Dur ing the cur ing process, the t empera t ure of each shelf of speci mens
was frequently monitored .

The shelves could be shifted to various

positions in the ove n to maintain nearly uniform cure tempera t u re s
fo r each sp ecimen,
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Figure 21

Specimens cu r ing in oven.
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I NSTRUMENTATION OF LOADING APPARATUS
A Brush, Hodel BL-5 20 Amplifier and a Hodel BL-201 Direct Writing
Oscillograph were u s ed to record stress in the appa ratu s versus time
as the apparatus was defo nned at a unifonn rate.

A Wheat stone bridge

i s incorpor ated into this ins trument so that a st r ain gage may be
wi r ed directly to the inst rument.

The calibrated strain gage locat ed on

the t op of the loading a rm was used to sense strain in the loading
appa r atus .

The complete testing apparatus is shown in Figure 22 .

The instruments were calibrated for each t est in acco rdance with
t he cal ibr ation procedure outl ined in the oper ating manua l .
A reprodu ction of a stres s- t i me cur ve obtained f r om loa ding a
cont inuous spec i men with a constant head velocity i s shown in
Figure 23.

The non-linea r portion of the lower part of t he curve

i s du e to s lack i n t he apparatus .

The curve .i s linea r in the region

of higher st resses, ind icating that the apparatus wa s behavi ng
elastically and was being loaded at a unifonn rate.

Al l adhesive

joint fa ilures occu r r ed a t stresses well within the linear port ion of
the stress- time curve .
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Figu r e 22 Testing apparatus, shown complete
with instrumentation us ed in place.
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· Figure 23 Stress-time curve for continuous
specimen. Note tha t the curve i s linear
for highe r s tresses.
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THE TEST
A total of s i x diffe rent adhesives were tested for their sensitivity to rate of l oading.

The adhesives tested we r e representative

of the type s of a dhes ives us ed in i ndu stry for metal-to-metal bonding
at the pres ent time.

Two of these six adhesives had been designed for

special indust rial applicat ions and did not adhere satisfacto r ily to
the test spe cimens .

The data taken us ing these two adhesives we re

judged to be inconclusive and are, therefore , not presented .
Each adhesive ·wa s used to p r epare twenty spe cimens.

These

spec i mens were t hen divided into four groups and each group was tested
at a diffe r ent rate of loading.

The rates of loading a r e referr ed to

t he loading h ead velocity of the te sting machine.

The testing machine

u sed was equipped with an automatic control system to maintain uniform
head velocity.
we r e u sed .

Head velocities of 0 . 25, 1, 5, and 20 inche s pe r minute

A head velocity of one inch per minute loaded the specimen

a t a r a te of app r oxi mately 34, 00 0 pounds per square inch per mi nute .
The ultimate sh ear strength of all the adhesives tested showed
some dependence on the rate of loading.

As the rate of loading was

increased, the ultimate shear st r ength increased.

The adhesives are

given t he code names of A, B, C, and D for purposes of this discussion.
Th e ultimate shear strength of adhesives A and B exhibited
a definite dependence upon rat e of l oading.

The stres s-time cu r ves for

the se materials showed a di st i nct yielding a t a stre ss, wh ich was
nea r l y cons tant fo r a ll r at es of loading.

Typica l examples of the

st r ess-time cur ve s for adhesive s A and B are shown in Figu r e 24 .
The average deviation from the mean for a particular run ·was on
the o rder of 200 psi.

This i s a r e latively low deviation for an
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Figure 24 Typical s tres s- t i me curves for
adhes ives A a nd B. A dashed line ha s been
us ed to extend the elas tic portion of the
cur ve to i l lustrate where the f l ow began.
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adhesive joint test.

Since A and B exhibited ductile characteristics,

it may be assumed that the stress concentrations in the joint were
relieved thereby distributing the load more unifonnly throughout the
joint.

This could offer an explanation of the low deviation.

Ultimate stress is plotted against loading rate for adhesives A
and B in Figures 25 and 26 .
danonstrate the scatter.

All data points have been plotted to

The trend has been approximated with a

straight line representation.
AJbes ives C and D were less dependent upon the rate of loading.
The

f, ~ :;:-9 s s -time

curves for these materials revealed that very little

yieldi ng wa s occurr ing, indicating a more brittle behavior.

Typical

examples of the stress-time cur ves for adhes ives C and D are shown
in Figure

?

7.

The average deviat ion from the mean for a particular run vm.s on
the order of 400 psi.

The stress-time cur ves for adhesives C and D show

that they are more brittle than adhesives A and B.

Being more brittle,

they would be more sensitive to possible stress concentrations in the
joint and could be expected to show more deviation.
Ultimate stress i s plotted against loading rate for adhesives C
and D in Figures 28 and 29 .

All data points have been plotted to

demons t r ate the scatter .
It i s diff icult to determine a definit e rel ationsh ip between
ultimate shear strength and loading rate from these data.

A significant

increa se in ul t imate shear strength with loading rate is indicated.
st ra ight line has been drawn to indicate the probable relat ionship.
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Figure 27 Typical stress-t i me curves for
adhes ives C and D. Note that no flow
occur r ed before f a i l ure.
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CONCLUSIONS:
Rate of loading does effect the appar ent shear strengths of the
metal-to-metal adhesives tested in this experiment.

The importance of

the rate of loading variable cannot be co r rectly related to the
modulus of a ducti le adhesive material.

Load ing rate will effect the

apparent joint strength only when the adhesive under consideration
flows before rupturing.

The stress-strain relationship for the adhesive

will reveal any yielding or flow.

Consequently, the st r ess-strain

r elationship pr ovides a basis for judging possible rate of loading
effects .

As the amount of flow before ruptur e increases, the effect of

loadi ng r ate upon ult i mat e joint strength becomes more p r onounced.
The rate of l oading u sed to test adhes ive joint strengths should
accompany the test r esult s .

The l oading rates specified by the

ASTM coul d provide the necessary standar d of r eference.

If these

standards are used, t hi s informa t ion should be included in the t est
result s .
The to r sion shear tes t r evea led higher shear strengths than thos e
obtained by the ma nufact u rer u s ing the lap j oint test.

The apparent

ultimate shear st r esses determined in thi s test were often twice those
obtained wi t h the l ap joint test .

The t o rs ion- shea r technique,

because of it s lack of severe stres s concentra t ions , could be used t o
p r ovide u seful shear st r ength da t a f o r adhesives.
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